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BIRATIONAL INVARIANCE OF COHOMOLOGICAL
BRAUER GROUP

By HElSOOK LEE

Let X be an algebraic scheme, and let Br (X) denote the Brauer group
of equivalence classes of Azumaya Ox-algebras. Grothendieck showed that
there is an injection

Br(X)~Het2(X,Gm),
which is not necessarily a surjection. However, Br (X) =. Hel (X, Gm) if
(dimension X) ~l or X is regular with dimension ~2 [lJ. In particular,
the Brauer group of complete nonsingular algebraic surfaces over a separably
closed field is birationally invariant. Let Br' (X) =H2(X, Gm) denote the
cohomological Brauer group of X.

The present note concerns with a certain algebraic surface over a separably
closed field with only finitely many isolated singular points. Then we show
Br', the cohomological Brauer group, is birationally invariant as well.

THEOREM Let X be a normal surface over a separably closed field k with
finitely many isolated singular points, and let 11: : X-X be a desingularization.
Then there is an exact sequence:

O~PicX-PicX~ IT Pic(X(x» ~H2(X,Gm) -Br(X) ~O,
:rES

where S is a set of singular points and Gm denotes the sheaf (in the etale
topology) of multiplicative groups.

Proof. The Leray spectral sequence
E2pq=HP(X, RqTC*Gm) =? Epq=Hp+q(X, Gm)

yields an exact sequence of low term degree

O~Hl(X, ROTC*Gm)~Hl(X, Gm)~HO(X, RITC*Gm)~H2(X, ROTC*Gm)
_H2(X, Gm)~Hl(X,R1TC*Gm).

For each closed pointxEX, let X (x) = Spec (Ox,xsh) and X (x) =XxXX(x) ,
where Ox.xsh denotes the strict henselization of OX,x' By Satz 6.4.1, [3J
we have,
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for each q >1. Then since 7r: is a product of quadratic transformations
R°7r:*Gm= Gm.

Since X-S:::X-7r:- J(S), if x is a regular point then X(x)=X(x) and
HI (X (x) , Gm) =0. Therefore we get

R I 7r:*Gm= If (RI 7r:*Gm) x.
reS

Now let Pz be a geometrical point of X with a structure morphism i: Px-)X,
i. e., for a closed point x in X,

Pz=Spec(k(x» = Spec (k).

Then (RI7r:*Gm) x=i* (R11C*Gm) Pr and hence
P I7r:*Gm= If i* (R I7r:*Gm) Pz '

reS

Using this:

HO (X, R 11C*Gm)::: If HO (P:c, i* (RI 7r:*Gm) p)
zeS

~ If i* (RI7r:*Gm) Pz (see [3J, Lemma 6.2.3)
:<eS

~ If HI (X (x), Gm) (see [3J, Prop. 6. 2. 2)
:<eS

== If Pic(X(x»
zeS

HI (X, RI 7r:*Gm) ~ If HI (Px, i* (RI 7r:*Gm) p,,) =0.
:<eS

Since Px is a geometrical point, the last equality follows from the equivalence
of the etale cohomology and Galois cohomology over a field and Hilbert
theorem 90.

Since X is a regular surface, H2(X, Gm) =Br(X) and so the theorem
follows.

Now let X be a surface which satisfies the conditions in the theorem and
the following property (*):

(*) For each xES, Cl (Ox,z) =Cl(Ox,xsh).

Geometrically factorial rings satisfy the above property. For other examples
of such rings see [2J.

CoROLLARY Let X be as above and let X be the desingularization. Then
Br' (X) ~Br(X).

Proof. Let K be the rational functional function field on X. Then K is
also the rational function field on X and we have

ker(Br' (X)-)Br(X» =ker(Br' (X)-) (K»

since X is regular, Br' (X)-)Br(K) is an injection.
Now the property (*) insures the injectivity of Br' (X)-)Br(K) (see DJ,

Remark 1. 11. b), and the corollary follows from the exact sequence in the
theorem.
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REMARK If X and Y are birationally equivalent surfaces with finitely many
isolated singular points, they have birationally equivalent desingularizations.
Hence from the corollary and the remark at the beginning, the Brauer
group of complete surfaces over a separably closed field having only finitely
many isolated singular points with the property (*) is birationalIy invariant.
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